May 9, 2019

Ms. Christine Wekilsky  
VESCOM B.V.  
261 5th Avenue, Suite 2301  
New York, NY  10016

Reference:  Laboratory Test Report  
Lab Identification No. 35872  
Invoice No. 67073

Dear Ms. Wekilsky:

One (1) fabric sample, identified as **PATTERN: ROLLA; COLOR: BLUE**, was received and tested in accordance with ASTM D 4157-13, "Standard Test Method for Abrasion Resistance of Textile Fabrics (Oscillatory Cylinder Method)." The test was performed as follows: abradant: #10 Cotton Duck; tension: 4 lb; load: 3 lb. The test results are as follows:

**Test Results**

Passed 100,000 Cycles*

*Testing was stopped at this point, sample had not failed.

If there are any questions or when we can be of further assistance, please let us know.

Sincerely

Brian S. Dement  
BSD/mr